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Nearly 6 out of 10 Americans 
believe another economic 

depression is likely, according to a 
poll by CNN/Opinion Research Corp.

Money.CNN.com | 10.6.08

More than 123 million U.S. 
workers are enduring a 

“significant decline in overall 
wellbeing” due to the rocky economy, 
according to a study by Healthways, 
which found that 42% say their 
standard of living is eroding as a 
result of the economy, up sharply 
from 31% in January.

Workforce Management | 9.23.08

According to Javelin Strategy and 
Research, 45% of Americans say 

that their ability to contribute to 
savings has decreased because of the 
faltering economy; 37% say that 
they're using their credit cards less; 
and 28% say that paying off their 
credit card balance has become more 
difficult.

Business Wire | 7.30.08
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Rolling Bailouts: The Economic Crisis 
and Shifting Consumer Values 
October 2008

It’s been amassing for a while, and now it’s here: the perfect — 
and perfectly terrifying — economic storm. What’s happened and 
what’s next? 

What is next? We see the current crisis as deep and culture-shifting, with 
repercussions for years to come. Quite simply, folks will drastically cut back on 
spending because they will have no other choice. This decline in consumer 
spending will steepen and lengthen the recession, likely making it the worst 
global downturn since World War II.

Following on the heels of the current storm, we are seeing a rewiring of the 
world’s economic system, including the likely near-nationalization of large 
swaths of America’s financial services industry. The financial system we have 
lived with since the Depression will change drastically. What replaces it, and for 
how long, is still a huge question. And by no means are we out of the woods 
yet. There remains significant risk that things could unravel further. 

For more perspective on how the current economic tribulations will reshuffle 
consumer values, we can look to the past, noting how other major shifts have 
made their mark on the culture:

Great Depression: The stock market crash on Black Tuesday in 1929 kicked 
off a deep global economic downturn that most nations didn’t recover from for 
a decade. Consumer shift: Years of hard economic times created a nation 
trained for thrift and pragmatism, and resulted in the establishment of many 
of the programs that have shaped our economic environment for the past 60+ 
years.

1970s Energy Crisis: An OPEC oil embargo in 1973 caused prices to rise and 
lines at the gas pumps to lengthen. Consumer shift: Concern with energy 
prices led to a small-car boom and a wave of in-home conservation, as 
consumer values turned to independence, conservation and innovation to deal 
with high prices and shortages. 

9/11: Terrorist attacks on New York and Washington in 2001 shocked the 
nation, killed thousands and paralyzed domestic and global economies for 
months and years to come. Consumer shift: Americans circled the wagons, 
embracing values of safety and security in a time of great uncertainty about 
their own personal safety and emerging geopolitical strife.

Hurricane Katrina: Katrina pummeled the Gulf Coast in August 2005, causing 
widespread regional damage, breaking levees in New Orleans, and causing 
massive destruction and loss of life in the region. Consumer shift: Consumers 
seized on values of confidence and control as our collective belief in the 
government’s ability to help in times of need plunged.  

Looking ahead? The United States will emerge from the current crisis notably 
weakened economically — and that may not just be for the short term. Right 
now, our debt burden has skyrocketed, and our credibility is shaken. The days 
of the dollar’s unquestioned global centrality are numbered, and economies 



The Salvation Army, which 
operates 1,300 thrift shops in the 

United States, said the tough 
economy had led consumers to hold 
onto their old clothes longer and to 
use websites like eBay and Craigslist 
to make money from unwanted items, 
suppressing the usual flow of 
donations.

New York Times | 9.10.08

It's 1992 all over again — 'It's 
the economy, stupid.'

Carleton College political 
scientist Steven Schier referring 
to the campaign slogan of then-
candidate Bill Clinton and 
pointing out how crucial the 
economy has become in the 2008 
presidential election, Star 
Tribune | 9.14.08

SEE ALSO: Bottoms Up weekly podcast 
series, Critical Condition: The Economy 
and the Consumer in Crisis webcast, 
Hitting Home trend article, The New 
Value Mindset POV

with strong balance sheets — notably China — have only gotten stronger. 
Beware inflation! The capital infusions from the Feds have many experts 
fearful that the inflation genie is out of the bottle. This will rob consumers of 
whatever spending power they have left and prolong the recovery.

What follows is a high-level overview of changes already happening in values, 
categories, and various demographics. Iconoculture is available to further 
discuss how the economic downturn will impact consumer behavior and values.

Implications
Values 

Categories 

Control
Global consumers are clamoring for ways to reestablish a feeling 
of control over their finances, material possessions, future and 
general anxieties.

Security
What, me worry? Yes! Consumers around the world need 
partners in confidence like never before — brands and services 
that deliver reliability, trustworthiness and even an order of calm.

Savvy

Consumers still want to find clever ways to beat the system, even 
though that system is already broken. Help your customers find 
the timeless delight in circumventing financial obstacles and 
getting the deal of a lifetime — or the week. 

Thrift
This is not a choice but a “new normal” mandate for all. 
Welcome to the age of pinching pennies and selective 
pampering.

Self-
sufficiency

Whom can you trust? Barely anyone. Consumers are finding 
subversive ways to take care of themselves and their own, 
because no one else will.

Stability
Roller coasters were so last year. Today’s shoppers, more than 
ever, will value grounded practicality over the big ups and giant 
downs of chaos and uncertainty, thank you very much.

Money/ 
Spending

A new thriftiness mainstreams online as consumers 
beehive in their shopping for the best interest rates, 
premiums, value and service. Expect more consumers to 
turn to nontraditional financial-services solutions, such as 
P-to-P lending, bartering and shared ownership. In a tough 
economy, financial-services industries need to amp 
transparency, education and innovation.

Food/ Beverage

Foodies will want to be shown the value in scratch cooking 
and authentic food; more mainstream eaters will look 
toward value without regard to quality of ingredients (call it 
“The Velveeta Syndrome”). Everyone will want to be led to 
the value in “cooking” at home (whether hardcore or 
halfway) and stretching meals further. Meanwhile, many of 
us could use a stiff drink.

Automotive

Car dealerships will close their doors in large numbers over 
the next year. This will accelerate change in an already 
morphing marketplace, meaning online comparison 
shopping will reign for consumers, and car companies will 
need to pay extra attention to where they place their 
marketing money.

Travel/ Leisure

Flying gets suckier as the number of flights declines and 
operations go super low-budget. Both business and leisure 
travelers will learn to accept a staycation mentality for the 
long haul. Consumers will respond to cheeky value-based 
humor and armchair-traveling inspiration.

Coupons rule, especially when they provide a feeling of 



Demographic Groups 

Retail
subversive, savvy reward. Bling is out; practicality in. This 
holiday season, it’s one gift or none. Think value + 
customer service as the remedy.

Health/
Beauty

Mental health care is taking a cut just when therapy is 
needed most. More people can’t pay their hospital bills, 
and hospitals can’t get the credit to cover wayward patients. 
Consumers are reducing the frequency of beauty treats like 
manicures and blowouts. In a nutshell, both healthcare 
consumers and beauty shoppers want performance bang 
for their buck like never before.

Media/ 
Entertainment

Consumers are looking for good CPEH (cost per 
entertainment hour) value. Gaming has seen a growth 
spurt just over the last month, largely for that very reason. 
Expect Dark Side SM escapism to provide an outlet for our 
fears ("at least my neighborhood hasn’t been invaded by 
flesh-eating aliens from another solar system").

Technology

The Family Cave will get amped for maximum escapist 
nesting. For holed-up consumers, that high-def TV just 
might be the smartest purchase this year. Mobile devices 
and apps will take on a vital role in comparison shopping, 
as long as consumers have the bucks to keep up with 
them.

Home/ Garden

Be it ever so humbled (or price-reduced), there still is no 
place like home. Behind their front door of dreams, 
consumers are putting off major-appliance purchases, 
trading down for bargains, looking at DIY options, 
potlucking, embracing edible gardening and downsizing 
blueprints as well as carbon footprints.

Entertaining/ 
Weddings/ 
Celebrations

Despite economic challenges, celebrations still arrive on 
their designated day. Lifestage events take on added 
significance during stressful times. Consumers will cut back 
on event spending, but not on spending time with those 
they love.

Millennials

The youngest Gen We members grow up in the New Austerity 
Age, knowing no previous Lush Life SM (other than stories from 
their parents). Teens and college students grapple with a new 
“proceed with extreme caution” talk track from Mom and Dad 
when it comes to new purchases, while 20somethings struggle to 
find jobs in a layoff culture with global competition.

Gen Xers

Used to feeling the squeeze and finding practical solutions, Xers 
will take a day-to-day mentality into the recession, fluidly 
changing household spending to fit the financial times and 
taking — as they always have — small indulgences, fun and 
luxury where they come.

Boomers

Younger Boomers will open the door to evicted or laid-off kids or 
defer their dreams of career downshifting. Older Boomers watch 
their retirement plans deflate, and scramble to rewrite the 
future, which likely includes work, work and work.

Matures

Retirements are getting delayed, often indefinitely. Healthcare 
costs become scarier, and even bankruptcy becomes more 
likely. Foreclosed homes will put a strain on nursing homes. 
Older seniors suddenly have true seniority when it comes to 
Depression-era survival tips. 

Latinos are becoming increasingly pessimistic about their 



U.S. 
Latinos

economic situation, as work shifts from full-time to part-time. 
They’re changing their grocery shopping habits to fight rising 
food prices. The hard-earned realization: The American dream is 
about not just buying a home, but being able to keep it.

African 
Americans

Even if credit is loosened again, with better Wall Street and 
banking oversight, the reversal of fortune for African Americans, 
exacerbated by the loss of homes, property and small 
businesses — and their inability to re-attain them anytime soon 
— may cripple their economic welfare for generations to come. 

Asian 
Americans

Working-class Asian American families wonder why failed 
businesses and large corporations are being bailed out, 
questioning the unfairness of having to share in the huge cost.
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